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1. Who called the 20th century was “the age of extremes”?  

2. The First World War broke out in?  

3. The Second World War broke out in?  

4. The immediate cause for World War 1?  

5. The immediate cause for World War 2 (1939 sept 1)?  

6. Who setup League of Nations in 1919?  

7. What countries are not members in League of Nations?  

8. The great depression was occurred in?  

9. Who was the leader of Bolsheviks? 

10. ———the president of US announced “the new deal policy”?  

11. Whose project produced the famous Germany highways, the people’s car Volkswagen?  

12. What is the name of japan parliament?  

13. What was the name of German parliament?  

14. Russia revolution (1917) resulted —————a state?  

15. Who was the ruler in Russia during world war1?  

16. Genocide means?  

17. Name of Russian parliament? 

18. The headquarters of League of Nations?  

19. Who was the key person in formation of League of Nations?  

20. Bombs of Hiroshima and Nagasaki done by———? 

21. USSR was formed in?  

22. What were three ‘R”s with reference to the new deal policy?  

23. Who was occupied Alsace, Lorraine?  

24. Appeasement policy was followed by?  

25. The book written by Adolf Hitler was—— 

26. ——police forces of Nazis were most feared and was called the secret police?  

27. Holocaust means? –  

28. ————is the founder of modern china?  

29. Who encouraged women to cultivate four virtues of “chastity, appearance, speech & work” 

in china..? 

30. China communist party founded in—————? 

31. ——who was forced to set up its government in taiwan?  

32. “The people’s republic of china’’ government established in———? 

33. Which was deadly bomb which caused intense damage to humans ——? 

34. Which sprayed bomb destroyed plants and trees and made he land barren for long time?  

35. Who was dominated in northern Nigeria (the Hausa Fulani)?  
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36. When Nigeria was became an independent?  

37. Another name of gumming dang (TMT) Party?  

38. long march (china) was held in———— 

39. Ho-chi Minh belonged to—————country?  

40. Sun-yet –sen three principles (san-min-chui) means?  

41. British followed the ————policy?  

42. Muslim league party was formed in————? 

43. The separate electoral for Muslims were implanted from———? 

44. The writer of ‘’sare jaha se achha’’..———?  

45. the name of Pakistan was coined by a Punjabi Muslim student at Cambridge,————— -  

46. By 1941—-——had begun expanding into south east Asia ?  

47. Who was the member of socialist congress?  

48. Who was elected in the naval central strike committee head?  

49. When was Muslim league announced as “direct action day”?  

50. The princes were given pension funds called——? 

51. In which year the government of India abolished the Privy Purse and titles?  

52. The last viceroy of India was?  

53. Who was the prominent leader in Muslim league?  

54. Who led “tebhaga movement” in west Bengal?  

55. Who given “do or die ‘’ slogan in quit India movement (1942)?  

56. Azad hind fouz or INA was founded by——? 

57. ———party was more willing to help Indians attain freedom in England..?  

58. After quit india movement in which districts independent governments were proclaimed?  

59. In Hyderabad ————led a massive of movement of farmers of telengana region?  

60. In February 1947, who was replaced as viceroy by Mountbatten?  

61. ’’The iron man of India’’ was the tittle of——? 

62. Nepal interim constitution was implemented in 

63. Who was the president of constituent assembly?  

64.  Who was the drafting committee chairman? 

65. The draft constitution contains 315 articles and ———schedules –  

66. Who makes the laws on the concurrent list?  

67. What is the majority in the both houses of parliament to amend the constitution?  

68. What are the major changes in the constitution were the inclusion of two words into the 

preamble?  

69. The word’’ untouchability’’ actually requires clarification in constitution debate_____ - 

70. J&K divided as two UTs then, what article abolished in the Indian constitution 

recently(August 2019) –  

71. When is J&K came into force as UTs? -  

72. The first president of independent India ———— 

73. The first prime minister of India———— 

74. How many women members in constituent assembly—— 

75. ’Federation ‘means….. -  

76. monarchy was abolished in Nepal in——————— - 

77. the term ‘horrors of war’’ found in the preamble of— 


